The daily report highlights the violations behind Israeli home demolitions and demolition threats in the occupied Palestinian territory, the confiscation and razing of lands, the uprooting and destruction of fruit trees, the expansion of settlements and erection of outposts, the brutality of the Israeli Occupation Army, the Israeli settlers violence against Palestinian civilians and properties, the erection of checkpoints, the construction of the Israeli segregation wall and the issuance of military orders for the various Israeli purposes.

Brutality of the Israeli Occupation Army

- A squadron of Israeli military and police officers invaded Nablus at 1 am, surrounded the house where a wanted Palestinian was believed to be hiding, and shot and killed the man, who was identified as Ashraf Waleed Suleiman Na’alwa, 23. The soldiers shot and killed Ashraf with multiple rounds. (IMEMC 13 December 2018)
The Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) killed a young Palestinian man in
the al-Waad Street, in the Old City of occupied Jerusalem. The slain
Palestinian was later identified as Majd Mteir, 26, from Qalandia
refugee camp, north of occupied East Jerusalem. He was shot with
several live rounds, and succumbed to his wounds shortly afterwards.
Following the incident, dozens of IOA and officers were deployed in
the Old City, and installed many roadblocks, preventing the
Palestinians from leaving their homes, especially as many Muslims
were heading to the Al-Aqsa Mosque, for dawn prayers. The IOA also
stopped many Palestinian journalists and prevented them from
entering the area. (IMEMC 13 December 2018)

Undercover The Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) assassinated a
Palestinian Taxi driver, near Surda village, north of the central West
Bank city of Ramallah; the army claimed the Palestinian was allegedly
“involved” in the shooting targeting colonialist settlers, last Sunday.
The slain Palestinian has been identified as Saleh Omar Saleh
Barghouthi, 29; The IOA also abducted Ala’ Tarifi, who owns the Taxi
company, when he tried to ask about Saleh’s condition. Hours after
killing Barghouthi, dozens of IOA invaded Kobar village, northwest of
Ramallah, and stormed his home where they forced his family in one
room, and then removed the males from the property, before
conducting extensive and violent searches. The IOA assaulted the
family, and hurled concussion grenades in the property. The invasion
into the village led to protests, and the army fired dozens of rubber-
coated steel bullets and gas bombs. The IOA injured several
Palestinian, including a child, and prevented a Palestinian ambulance
from transferring the wounding child to a hospital in Ramallah.
(IMEMC 13 December 2018)

Israeli Arrests

The Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) detained at least 56 Palestinians
from their homes in various parts of the occupied West Bank, including
22 from occupied Jerusalem, and 17 from Ramallah. The IOA
conducted extensive and very violent searches of dozens of homes
across the West Bank, and interrogated the families while inspecting
their ID cards. The IOA also installed many roadblocks across the West

**Israeli Settler Violence**

- The Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) accompanied Jewish settlers, broke into the northern West Bank village and archaeological site of Sebastia, upon which confrontations with the village’s Palestinian
residents ensued. The IOA accompanied a busload of fanatic settlers in a provocative visit to the site and, while they were there, the ioa fired teargas and stun grenades into the village, causing suffocation, especially among the elderly and children. (IMEMC 13 December 2018)

Home Demolition & Demolition threats

- Israeli Civil Administration bulldozers demolished a private garage in the Palestinian neighborhood of Beit Hanina, in the central occupied West Bank Governorate of Jerusalem. The garage was demolished under the pretext that it was built without the difficult-to-obtain Israeli permit. Prior to the demolition, a large number of Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) were deployed across the area, preventing residents from reaching it. The demolished garage belonged to resident Anwar Dawla. (IMEMC 13 December 2018)